This paper is an introductory exploration of the grammatical works of Clementis Galanus, clerico regulari sacra theologiae professore et sanctae sedis apostolicae ad Armenos missionario. There has been much negatively said about the latinate Armenian of the 17th century without a great deal of sympathetic thought being given to its purposes and to the successes it attained within these confines. I will start with Schroeder's castigation of the Catholic efforts, starting with Teseo Ambrogio and ending with Galanus. He had much to justly criticize, but their purposes were not his and his critical jibes appear more unjust when they are viewed with this in mind. Schroeder's splendid work breaks new ground on every page; it was still a valuable reference work for Huebschmann (7. p. 128 where he misquotes Schroeder) and Meillet after almost two centuries, but it also suffered from the prejudices of its time. Schroeder was a great admirer of the publishing work of Armenian bishops, and he presents one of the most exhaustive lists of the works printed to his time (2. Introduc. pp. 39-40), but he was also a strong critic of the European works that preceeded him:
Thesei All of the Catholic interest in the Armenians after the 16th century was predicated upon their conversion to Catholicism: with the Council of Trent, 1 545.. 1 563, the race was on between the Protestants and the Catholics to collect all the souls available and the Christian minorities of the Ottoman Empire were eminently available.
'
That council also declared the renewed Thomism of the Spanish universities the vehicle that would maintain the orthodox purity of the faith. This Thomism was also basically Aristotelian, and naturally, the Armenian manuscripts that were most prized came from the translations of Aristotle of the Hellenizing School of the 6th through 9th centuries. Thus, the late latinate Armenian schools differ somewhat from their earlier representatives in Krmay and Kaffa in the 12th through 15th centuries: the latter translated much of the Medieval scholastic literature, but without the Renaissance discovery of the original Greek sources; the former sold a complete system that was well aware of the Renaissance finds and was therefore all the more prepared to deal with the Armenian translations of the Greek on better terms.
Nonetheless, all of this was couched in the esoteric language of theology and philosophy and that language found immediate kinship with the language of the Armenian Hellenizers. Thus, Galanus' grammar of Armenian introduces the basic Thomistic schemata that were formalized by the Trentine reaction, and these same schemata fit wonderfully with those of the Hellenizing Aristotelians.
Galanus' grammar discribes a very artificial language and he follows the Armenian text of Dionysius Thrax quite closely (a text that attempted to exemplify an Armenian dual and Armenian genders to match the Greek's!). Galanus translated his Armenian text into Latin on facing pages so that the West had a Latin translation of the Armenian Dionysius two centuries before the work of Adontz.
Galanus maintains the wording of the ancient Armenian, but he interposes commentaries from other Armenian authors and he updates the materials with his own commentaries. For example, the Greek and Armenian list three syllable types, but Galanus has five: two of them being subtypes of the others (3. folio 14; 6. pp. 11-12).
What Schroeder could not see was Galanus' resurrection of the language of an ancient school. Schroeder was blessed with a familiarity with the works of the later dubbed Golden Age, Movses Khorenac'i, etc. and his grammar is of that language; Galanus is well stewed in the theological-philosophical texts of a slightly later time and his grammar reflects this, giving us the first printing of Armenian versions of Hellenistic grammatical theory. r . -_ _ _ _ ...... -..
